One basic obstacle in reasoning about interpretability, in weak theories is the absence of the 11-collection Principle. Tl is difficulty is illustrated (sections4,5) strategy is developped to circumvent the difficulty (sections 4,6) This strategy differs from the one followed in Visser[88b] . ( In an appendix, section 11, a metamathematical result is proved on the comparison of reasoning in IA0+S21 using the strategy and reasoning in BY1+S21 without it.)
The plan of the paper is as follows: section 3 provides the necessary preliminaries. Secting 4 introduces interpretability and contains a -discussionofaheaproblems one meets when working without Y1-collection.
Section 5 gives a more extended treatment of BY-,. Section 6 is my latest attempt to give a good presentation of the formalization of the Henkin Construction in Ii +S21. It supersedes the treatment in Visser[89b] . Section 7 is the heart of the paper: it contains the careful derivation of a number of insights essential to interpretability logic in IAo+S21. In section 8 the consequences of the work, in _ 7 in terms of arithmetically yalnd: modal_ principles is spelled out. Sections 9, 10,11 are appendices,., In section, 9 I show how, to;derive versions of the Orey-Hajek characterization using the; framework of the,paper, Section 1Q;oontains-an; alternative proof of the theorem by Hdjek and Montagna that.ILM-isthe logic. of rjl-cotiservativity-for-extensions of I.
In section 1.1 I,describe a.different strategy,torprove the results of section 7-1 work in BE1+521 and then use aaconservation result to show; that ;what is, proved is also provable in Ido+Q!,
Prerequisites
The reader should know either the discussion of systems and arithmetization in Paris & Wilkie[87] or In Buss[85] . Moreover the ;reader should have some knowledge of cuts: see e.g. Paris &d IA +n-is, the basic theory of this paper. ,.For see Paris &, Wilkie[&.7] . Here weµ codes ab, 5 codes ba, 6 codes bb, 7 codes aaa, then Ixl is the length of the string coded by x. Note (in I00):
De ine,x*y:=x-.exp(lyl)+y.IA0 proves that * is total and weakly monot-tally increasingin both x*y is the code. of the, concatenation of the strings coded by x and y. Note: ISO proves Ix*yl,=lxl+lyl Moreover proves various elementary properties of *`-like associativity arid'
x*z=y*zx=y.
Define.coi (x)-:.=exp(Ixl2)...Note (in Iao) ((c *z=exp(x2)) and wln(exp(x))=exp(xexp(n)),(if.one of these exists)".
f.`.
Let S21 be the axiom "col is total". As is easily seen IO0 does not prove 521. Id0+521 is just right for treating syntax: e.g. 'guarantees:that substitution of a terrn<in a is it is pleasant to work with Nelson's #, which is defined by x#y:=exp(lxl.lyl). As is easily seen Here a0(f) is the class of (translations of) formulas with only bounded-quantifiers, wheref is allowed to occur in the boL.nding terms.
It follows that IL10+521 IA0(co1), so ins Iao+F we can work: as if coo were.afunction-symbol in the language...
We code, in °IO0+Q by first translating-our syntactical strings of a' and Vs and -thentranslate e.g. aabab into 1 *.j *2* 1 *2. Here *.= a definable function concatenation. To do the usual formalization of syntax it is imperative that the function num(x) that assigns to x the code of the numeral of x is to see that if we use as numeral for x: S...SO--(S x-times),,then the code of this -numeral will be -exponential in x. Hence we use the following system of numerals:. assign to -Q and 1 0` and if we have assigned t =-assign>to--2.x:: to 2x+1: (SSO t+-SO) Nutn(x) can be proved.
Ir
In the sequel we will often use that every term in x of the language of arithmetic extended with col can be estimated byyen1 (x" -for some>sstandard n, provided that x>2. Mo eove for 'every-standard polynomial we-have: for some standard n exp(P(lxl)<c l1 (x),-again-provided'.that x>>2. I find it rather tiresome:. to °alwa-ys°smention. the proviso x>2, soszI it. The reader could easilyì magine a slightly adapted definition of cot that would make the proviso superfluous.
Formalization 3.2 Languages
In this paper we consider only relational languages, i.e. languages without function symbols and constants;: So-for example in the case of arithmetic;. instead of * weshave a ternary relation symbol, etc.. After this is said, officially we will of course-Often pretend that -we :are :working; in a language with function .symbols: Here one has to be careful: for example at a certaii point we are working in°I 0o+Q1 and we consider a function from n to the Godelnumber of 3y y=n, where n is the numeral.-in the sense of section 3.1 corresponding to n. For the functional language it is easy to see that this function; is total; (ins Id(,±Q1). 'Inspection, of the translation into: the. corresponding relational language shows that the formulas iomially'lbnger,`sothe=function is also total for the relational language.
In our languages there are only, finitely many relation symbol s,whit-hincludeidentity.. 
Special Classes of Formulas
We ,the reader to, the discussion of special c1:asses.
1985] : We will use= mainly 11b.
3.4-Theories
We consider, unless explicitely stated otherwise, only theories with identity for which a fixed list of formulas :of their, language is specified defining a .set of natural numbers°, 0 successor, addition. and multiplication. We assume in most cases that IAo+S21 is provable for these natural numbers..' Variables x,y,z,u,v,... will be taken to range over the designated numbers. So VxA(x) means Vx(N(x),-A(x)) if N is the formula the natural numbers -,of Dhrjheory. Syntactical notions -will always be four alize, d ins the; designated natural
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We consider a--theory T as given by a formula aT(x) having plus the relevant; information on what the'set.ofsnatural n urt hers of the theory is. a ' .gives=thee set, of codes _of the. (non-predicates logical) axiomsofrthexheo Different a numbers different theories; same-a and same natural numbers same theory: Unless exliicitely stated otherwise ,we w ll,assume that a ĩ s a Ilb-formula.
Example Consider GB,RDifferent._definitions, of the=natural-GB are,>pddsible:Under one such choice GB k PA,arid. GB LGoh(ZF). Under another such. choiee fBF-IQO+Q1+Cen(ZF).. We take the: two different choices of the, natural numbers, togiveit two-different Gl "s
The theory T+A is always .xiomatized by aT+A with::xE:-aT+`r = ocTvx=rA-i. Let ProofT(x,y). bethe alb-formula: representing he relation: x is the Giodelnumber=of a;-proof of the formula with Godelnumber y. ;ProofT will be ..built ayafrom 0T The precise choice of the system :on which ProofT is based is immaterial: any-Hilbert style system or Natural Deduction: system or Genzen style -do. If we wait to stress .that e, are looking at the Proof-relation based on a certain specific formula (3 we: write: zPrdofR:.
We assume for convenience that: IA-+0 -VxB!y ProofT(x;y) Let 1?rovT(y) := BxProofT(x,y).
We write par abus de langage 'ProofT(x, A(x1,...,xn)
ProofT(x,rA(X .here : i) all free variables of A are among those shown. w.r.t. v. We have:
O T will stand for:
Let the axiom set of T bt. given,-by,,a(x-). then axiom set is given by ((x(x)nx<_y). We cad: easily-;extend()M again to map proofs n (from assumptions) in LV 7EM from'the translated assumptions in the obvious way. As is easily' seen' for a-given interpretation M the j lengths: of `the translated objects: are given by a fixed in the lengths of the originals. ) Given this definition the next step is to show: if V is£interprefable£in Uvia M and if V proves C, say by n, then there is a proof tt* in U of CM. Roughly n* is nM with proofs of the translated T'-axiom, s',plugged in at' the relevant places. Now here is theproblem: in" a l'beory'like'IA" I'-we cannot exclude that -the-proofs,of the translated V-axioms pare cofinal`.n' the natural numbers. In other words we cannot there is ,a bound for these axiom that would`provide such bounds is E1-collection. So we would get this basic property in BE1+S21, where BE1:= IA6+E1-collection. In section 5 we elaborate the consequences of the lack of E1-collection aa`bit mote.-One way to evade the problem at hand is to make a definitional move. We changethe'definitiori of interpretability in such a way that. the basic properties we want are guaranteed even in Id0+S21, but also in such a way :that our definition and theUsualone collapse in the presence of paper Visser[88b] . I used tze not, -,ion-, of the notion. of smooth interpretability introduced below"is a better`clrioice Define by° 1dir3v'x<u3y<A(x,y)
for'more=variables:. 3yE f3 )*A(x..,y) for:'`du vV <u(kc uc-By'<v(ye f3AA(x,y)))' there We:,also K:U>aV :a VxE avProvu(xK). K:U>SV :a (VxE-av3p)*ProofU(p,xK).
K:U>tV :a VXE Sentv(Provv(x)-*ProvU(xK)).
Our first notion is axioms; i terpretability; our second notion smooth interpretability, our third notion is theorems interpretability.
Note that if V is finitely axiomatized and (xv is the obvious formula representing the axioms of V, There are two arguments tc: prefer smooth interpretability over theorems interpretability. First it is conceptually better-,-to retain the distinction between axioms and theorems: the whole point -'of the fact that interpretations preserve logical structure -becomes obscured, when one uses theorems= interpretability. Secondly the Orey-Hajek characterization is more naturally formulated using smooth interpretability section 9).
A ,somewhat' different~on the use of ; S instead of P a will. be given in :an appendix (section From now on we write: M:.1> V for M:UPSV. Define:
Some special interpretations and some operations ton-interpretations
We can interpret any language in itself by ID:=<8,F>, where S(x):=(x=x) and F(R):=R.
Let U be theory containing arithmetic. A U-cut I is given by a fomula I(x) (often written: xE I) such that U proves that OE I and that I is closed under Successor, Addition, Multiplication and Col. (We make the assumption of closure under col for convenience.)
We refer the reader to the discussion of cuts in Paris & Wilkie[87] . Some fuzTher-information on cuts can be found in Pudlak[83a] .
A cut I induces an interpretation <S,F> of the language of arithmetic-(par abus de langage we call this interpretation again I) by taking: S:=I and F(R)=R. We show: ,_N ID;:W> V. Reason in N:. for some p=,,we have ;Mincon(p:) y<pDEF(y z)).
Hence by Y_1-completeness, VZQ (M ncon`(p)n3y.<pDEF(y;z)).So_b'zC] ,B(z)':4 (N)
We show: N.l_o vA,.. Reason in N ,consider p satisfying Mjncon(p). Clearly by y1-completeness we have some V-proof q of Minconm(p.)., We can find, Wproofs r, with; length polynomially bounded in IpI and Izl of ((Mincon(p)AB(z))-43y<pDEF(y,z)). Ergo we can find V-proofs s of length polyriom ally ;.boupded =in .Igl,lpl;lzl of y<pDEF(y,z). hence Vzip+l-9.s<exp,(P(Iq;l,lpl,lzl)), Proofv(s,3y<pDEF(y,z)) for some standard, polynomial-°P Now it is easy to construct a,: V-pro:Qf of Vz<p+13y<pDEF(y,z). Thus ov(Mincon(p)AVz<p+13y<pDEF(y,z)). It follows that ovA.
We show NVWA. Suppose it did. Then we would have MAP ,B.ut.M isl a model of PA, and PA proves:,the-reflectionprinciple; for W Hence MBA. Quod non!, So in N the axioms of V are=theorems of W, but Wshas'theorems;that theorems of V. This shows that it is -at least in N-not,,, always a good idea to prove things from first principles. The Henkin Construction We reason rn::;I Let ,be a (standard),.formu1 that3provabi-y codes asset of sentences, of a language.L:, We do not .pi ice any, constraints on the'complexityof, (3, .,non do -we, demand that L-, contains the language of arithmetic. We assume that L is alb Let V be the theory axiomatized by,,,, Define PATH:={xE TREE. there is no y in TREE to the left of x). As is easily seen: JUVXE;PATH (xOE PATH v xljE PATH) and IR,UOE PATH. Also 00Vx,yEPATH(x-<.y-v y~Gx-v. ---y,),.
Let X:={ xl for some y rn PATH x=lyl }, By the above U ;proves that 0 is in, X arid-that-0 is closed under successor. By Solovay's methods we can shorten X to a U-cut I. For purposes of presentation we will define our interpketation for L with just one unary; relation symbol R. The general case is., of course, precisel:, the same. Define: Formalization 11 ).
Y-1b.
--xE = xE L°:a xE I and x is a code of an L-sentence: - :eat xe DAK((T(rLx-0) ,<x>)). Note-that' given the fact`thEt (3 is standard the U-proof constructed above-is-standard: Moreover for some standard s4we find: VxBp<w1S(A) ProofU(p, e I);q`a1so, I 'being .b, for"some standard r: b'xE,L3p<c,)1r(x)" Pr'oofUtp,x(tL). We find that'-=VxeL3p<co1 (x) P oofU(p,kt L°) for some standard q. Combining 'we get claim 1: 3p<6) -k(A) Prooftj.(p,ovA---)K(A)),' for some standard k. is. Note that all the proofs we'provided-}are 'standard.
At this point we-know enoi°gh-to employ a slightly more `convenient notation We use variables d,e to range over D and write 'K A d ))'for: K 6 rA(xO....h <d iii) We prove claim-2.," for some standard n: VAe Sennt(L+)'3p<tz`nA)ProofU(P,Vd;..'.e (K(A(d, `.) HA(ci,...)K}).
Let's call the statement following; .U ins claim 2:`E { A).' To prove claim 2 we use A (6j,) induction on A. which-is-,wail-able in I0o+521. This induction is tnvial-using (ii). It is sufficient to providethe°b ound on the proofs Equivalently we must provide a nialPsuch that e length 
NOTE: If.(i is El then by a result of con V) is interpretable on acut in Q+con(V).
So in this case we can reduce our assumption that vl40±S2 -con(V) is contained in, U to the assumption that Q+conV is contained in U. In fact we may assume that U contains Q and proves con(V) on a cut. ;Fence, as: is easily seen, for siome standard r^:= `dB,E Sent(L) qq'< 1r (B) ?oorf YErgo;for some, standard ,r*: 3q*<wlr*(max(u;w))Proofu(q:,AK).Take v:= 1r*(max(u,w))., :
,,.o 6.1 Corollary: (in Il+S01) let F(3,U,V be as before.. Suppose, then U©V.
Proof: take in claim 4 a:=(3 (and thus W:=V). As is well known `dxE (33p<w1r(x)
ProofU(p,xE (3) for some standard r. So forgiven u, we may take v =(01r(u), U (3). Fix u. We have for some standard rr: VxE a3p<w1n(x) ProofU(p,xe a). Moreover UConru(W) and U(Confu(W). _ Vy<u_.,Confy(W)). Hence for some q_ Proofe(q''y<u:ConT(W)) For some standard k: `dx<u3.pwlk(x) ProofU(p,x<u). Hence we can construct a U-proof :r; of, Conf x(W) with IrI<Iql±ixeXP±mlxl, s, with rn and s standard. So for some standard a: r<c,1s_(max(xq.)).
Combining. we find, a U-pr of d of xE a* and standard b such hat d<(urpax( ,q)).; vTake v:=w1b(max(u,q)).s
In this. section we verify various interp ;tabrli=ty principles in IAo+g2j
Facta Selecta
Weakening
We have in IA0+S21: if av c aw,, ax aU and 'X t> W, then U t> V.
Addition
We verify in IAO+521: (K:Ut V A UAK) -Ut> (V+A). (Here aV+A(x):=(C V(x)vx=W).)
Suppose K:Ut V and Proofu(p,AK). Fix u. We have a w such that for all x<u 'xE av there'is a q<w ProofU(q,xK). Take .:=max(w,p+l). As is easily seen for any x with x<u, xE'aw+A there is a q<v ProofU(q,xK).
An immediate consequence of 7. -+ > hence: U+Con(V)+SCon(V+SM). We may conclude:
Disjunction Elimination Property
We verify in IDO+S21: ((U+A) > Vn(U+B)> V) -4 (U+(AvB)) > V.
Suppose K:(U+A) > V and M:(U+B) E> V. We leave it to the reader to check that:
Let S be 311b. We verify in IDo+f21 that: (U+S) > (U+S+Incon(U)).
We have U+Con(UCon(U+Incon(U)). Hence (U+Con(U))> (U+Con(U+Incon(U))), so by 7.3 and 7.4: (U+Con(U)) > (U+Incon(U)). Moreover trivially:-. (U+Incon(U))> (U+Incon(U)).-Hence by 7.6: U > (U+Incon (U) ).
We leave it to the reader to proverthe following trivial sharpening.,of: result: let °S.,be 31lb. Then (in I-O+S 1): (U+S) F?(U+S;+Incon(U)). We provide two different proofs.
First proof: Our first has two variants: one that uses sequentiality and one that does not.
First
Suppose U is sequential and, a U-cut-I such` that, U proves "there. is an isomorphism oetweenI.andan external cut of the natural numbers of K. We find( U) proves (SAIncon(U))K, so by 7.2: K:(U+SI+Incon1(U))> (V+S+Incon,(U)):
Second variant: Suppose K:U> V. We have by 7.8: V(Con(U)_ Con(U+InconK(U))).
Hence:
So we may-conclude: (V+S+Con(U))> (V+Con(U+SK+InconK(U)))> (U+SK+InconK(U))i (V+S+Incon(U)). Also (V+S+Jncon(U))> (V+S+Incon(U)) and we are done:
Second proof: We reasol_ in IA define conj(x,y):=rT1, t * x* r),. One can produce a 1b-formula representing the graph of conj such that I00+S21 proves the recursive clauses of the definition (assuming existence of the side of the second clause).-Moreover IDo+S21 proves: if exp(y) exists then conj(x,y) exists.
Let the interpretation K be given. To fit the proof into our framework we use a variant of Craig's Trick. Define aV*:={yl3> ,p<y (y=conj(x,Ipi)AXE (XVAProofU(p,xK))). Clearly -(xv'*-is 1,1b. We call V* the U,K-associate cf V.
Step 1: we show ID:V> V*.
Fix u. Consider any y<u i -, aV*. There are x and p below y, such that y=conj( Ipl) and xE aV. Let q be the obvious proof in propositional logic of y from x. Evidently q has Ipl steps in' which at most two formulas occur c smaller then lyl (which is about Ipl.lxl). So Iqi can be estimated Formalization 17 ergo:
by 2.lyl.lpl+klpl, forsorrte standard k. Moreovers Ipl,<lyl<lul, so Iql can be estimated by 2lul2+kluL
for suitably large standard n: q<co :.(u) Choose y =. i n(u).
nl Fix u. Consider y<u, yE av*. There are x and p below y, such that y=con-j.(x Ipl) -and ProofU(p,xK). We transform p into a proof q of yK by appending to p the proof in propositional logic of yK from XK. By reasoning=essentially: the same as in step h we,find a standard n such that q<wln(u). Take v:=coln(u).
Step 3 Step.*-qV*,(OV*1 oU1)
Step 2 gives: ov*(Ut V*), hence: ov*(ov*-L--40 U1).
Step 5 Step 2: We show K:U> V*.
From the materials of section 7 we easily see that the following three principles are also Reshuffling this a bit and strengthening the 'premiss' we find (**).
_ y= a Concluding we may say that the system ILWMo or equivalently ILW* is arithmetically valid in, any Y-1b-axiomatized theory wi*.h designated natural numbers satisfying IDo+Q1.
It is easy to see that ILWM0 corresponds precisely to thel ILW-frames with the extra property RSR C R. Hence ILW does not prove.M0. This refutes the conjecture of Visser[88b] uVz<x(av(z)--.>3p<vProofv(p,xK)).
Also we have: EUConPv(LT).:
Reason inside U: suppose Proofvfx(q,1). The V-axioms z used in q are all smaller than x, and hence their translations` zK have U-proofs-p-smaller-than v. ' Consider the translated proof qK:' By plugging in the proofs py=of the,zK we obtain a°'U-proof q* of ..L. q* will`certainiy exist, because its length can be bounded by P(Ivl,lgl,IKI) for some standard polynomial P. Clearly q* is a Urv-proof. This contradicts Corifv(U) We rnay.conclude Cohf (V).
9.2 Open Question: Is the dependence of 9.4 on EXP necessary?
9.3 Orey-Hajek 2
Proof: Reason in IAo+S21: suppose for some V-cut I:
We show:
The "part is just 62 -for a.different-choice of the natural -tin begs it ` U. We treat the-part:
Suppose: K:UP V. We cai.. find a"U=cut,'J* =such,?that:U proves. J* is "isomorphic by, say-F, to an '" external cut of the natural _:umbers of K. Suppose the isomorphic image of J* on the K-side is I*. In K:take the intersection H ,of I and i= : and'lev, -be,thei ser-of F-originals of "H: So J=J*r: F'1(IK) As is easily seen J is a U-cut and (using There is a characterization parallel to theQrey-Hajek characterization for j =conservativity: Define: U *V :`dPEI,l:.sentertces We have: We work towards the pi-of Completenessvia a series of lemmas and definitions. We start with a theorem of 10.2 Theorem (Hajek) Il1 VAE Proof (sketch): Reason -i II1: let A be given. We allow free variables in A, so a moment's Formalization 21 -reflection will convince the reader that it is sufficient to prove the result for A in rj2. Note that inside x occurs as a (coded) numeral Fix x Let-A(X) be Vu3vAo (u,v) , where A6 is . The assumption of A(X). in I-Y, can be replaced by the introduction of a new function symbol F .. with defining equation. F(u)=v :E > (Ao(u,v)nVw<v"Ao(u,w)),. Let's call_IY-in the.extended language plus the defining equation, of, F:
Clearly it is-sufficient to prove:y I, -t Con(Q+`duA0(u,F(u))). Note that VuAo(u,F(u)) is 111 fl. As is well known IT-,+ Proves II1(F) (*). Moreover in Ill(F) we have a Y-1(F)-truthpredicate TR (**). Finally IY-I proves cut-elimination for predicate logic (***}. Using (**.*) one easily shows:
IEl+'VBE E1(F)(cQB--->TR(B)) From this the desired result is immediate.
Definition
Let X be the set of too' e(E2)-sentences. Let conj(y,v) be the result of taking the v-fold 0-1 conjunction of y. Clearly: it 2`' exists, then conj(y,v) exists. Define;, P(x):=3p,y<x( (YE Xnx=conj(y,Ipl), ProofU(p,y)) Evidently 3 is 1Ib. Let U* be the theory axiomatized by f3.ProofU*(x,y) will be _1b III* is similarly defined.
The intended analogy here is: U is to U* as GB is to ZF.
Lemma
I0o+f21l-VyE X(ProvU(y)HProvU*(y)).
Proof: Reason. in ID0,+S1: First suppose ,Prooff*(p,y) .Let x.be_.a (3-axiom used in p. There are y,q<x such that x .conj(y Iql), and ProofU(q,y). So insert into p before the x's the proofs q of. y c -followed by the obvious proofs w of xfrom y. Call the result p*. It is easy to see that Iwl will be estimated by P(Igl,ixl) for some standard, polynomial P. ,The, number of insertions will be at most Ipl. Note Ix1<Ip1, lql<IpI. Hence lp*I<Ip1. (Ipl+P(1pl,1pl) ).
Next suppose yE X and Proff(p,y) ,Itfo11ows that conj(y,lpl) is in P. We leave it to-the reader to show that the length of th° proof of y from conj(y,lpl) is estimated by Q(Ipl) fQr-,spme% standard polynomial Q. 
Lemma,
IY,1*F-b'AEXVxOU*+AConfx(U*+A).
Proof: Reason in -fez A and x_ be, given,. Take-the: conjunction, of the axioms of U*+A below x. (B exists because we" have EXP) ClearlyB-is in>X By 10.5 B=4Con(Q±B)); By elementary reasoning it follows that oizt*(B_*Conrx(U*+A)).So U*(B.--+,ContX(U*+A)). Also U*+AB. Hence U*+AConfx(U*+A). For the second equivalence note that by 10.5 and respectively 9.5 and 9.1 both A t>r *U*B._and At>U*B are equivalent to `dxDU*+AContx(U*+B).
Lemma

Definition
We call (.)* an U*,X-OH-interpretation if: i) (.)* maps propositional atoms to X, ii) (.)* commutes with the propositional connectives, iii) (oA)* "=qU*A*,.A iv) (A> B)*:= VXDU*+AContx(U*+B).
Note that if (.)* is an U*,X-OH-interpretation, then A*E X.
Theorem
ILMF-A r for all U*,X-OH-interpretations (.)*: U*F-A*.
Before proving 10.9, ;we s.-.ow that 10.9 implies 10.1.
Proof of 1®.l from IV: Suppose ILMV A, then there is an. U*,X-OBI.-interpretation, (.);* such that U*VA*. Define an U-Ilcon-interpretation by stipulating that for any atom p: p°:=p.*.
By induction on A one eas-ly shows,,using" 10. and 10..6 ,U*F.7 A°<->A*,.;Hence U*VA°. We may The proof of 10.9 is an adaptation of Berarducci's proof. The trick here is to use only the- arrange it so that (provably.ii $J*)'thee is a°jk>0'sich that every x in V forces k1. We attach a new R-bottom 0 below K.
We define a primitive recursive function F satisfying the following conditions. Let L:=L m(F) i.e. L=z :H Ex (F(x)=z A Vy>x F(y)=z). Note that L=z is 12. (One can show that L=z is even 02.) As we will see: U*f-3z L--z, for the momentkwe will simply=assume this`faet. We ,Oifl'use'L as a term: it should always been given the small scope reading.
Berarducci°-s' 6onnitions_-
In U* we have:
We will verify these conditions later on.
Define a U*,X-OH-interpretation (.)* by: p*=3z counterexample we are looking for.
The proof from the conditions
We show in U*: for all x in V: (i) (xll-CAL=x) -> C*
(ii) (x fib` CAL=x) --3 -,C* L=znzlf-p). We show-fist that (.)* is the L is lim(F). One can show in IY,-1 that L exists. An immediate =consequence.iszthatU# proves that L exists, the statement "L exi its" being 12. Define on Vu { 0 } R-rank(x):=sup( 1+R-rank(y)IxRy) We can arrange it so that 2,x.R-rank(x) is primitive recursive and that for some MY-1 proves that for all xe Vu[0}R-rank(x)<K. One can also show in Ill: x<y -+ R-rank(F(x))<_R-rank(F(y)). It is now easy to show (even -without induction because K is standard!) that ?,x',R--r (F(x)) will assume a minimum m. Say at u this minimum is assumed. It is easily seen that from u on-only the second clause in the definition of F is operative, so whenever the value of F changes (after u) G will decrease. So it is sufficient to show that G assumes a minimum. This uses :the "Y-1 Least, Number Principle. It is well known that the 11 Least Number Principle is derivable in Ill. Liz.
As it were accidentally we proved two extra theorems. (A>B)*:= A*>U We call (.)* an U*,X-interpretation if (.) is a U*-interpretation and (.)* maps propositional, atoms: to elements of X.
Theorem i)
ILMf-A a for !ill U*,X-interpretations (.)*: U*fA*.
Formalization 26 ii) (For all U*-interpretations'(:)t: U*F A*)-ILMF-`.
Proof: Left to the industrious reader.
-Exarnples'°T
he following example shows that the interpretability logic of J* is strictly weaker than ILM. From the arithmetical completeness of ILP (see Visser[88b] ) for interpretations in we know that there are sentences A,B,C such -'that IY,°1F-A>IE1B The following example shows that the interpretab l tyflogic'of CT's for any U` extending I11 is not' a sublogic of ILP by 1`0.11 (i) '`compensate the absence of Y'1-collection, is rather tiresome. Also perhaps, comparison of certainarguments in BY, +K21 about axioms interpretability with their counterparts in ' IAo+S2 about smooth interpretability will `have suggested to the reader tha. there is a . systerhatical telatior -between these arguments. Ideally-what one would like is a methcd to convert B11+Q1-proofs (of some interesting class) leading to a conclusion about-axioms i ^terp'r-etability into 10--proofs leading tdsimilar conclusions about smooth interpretability:
In this section I will formi.late a result that brings us halfway to the ideal: namely a conservation result proved-bymodel theoretical"methods. So we_will just know that there is art IA0+S21=proof "of the sortwe are looking for,' but we have no interesting= method -to=find it To find our result we° just have to-take a closer, look at arnodel`construction that is well known -(A^Iy1Q I1(B^IT1C).
-* BY-, over IAo
